
Buschjost, Martha 

From: Meisenheimer, Barb 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, November 10, 2016 3:55 PM 
Hyman, Martin 

Cc: Antal, Alexander 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Sample Usage for 1RS1A YE201512.xlsx 
Sample Usage for 1RS1A YE201512.xlsx 

Marty, 
Please let me know if this sample contains the information you need. 

Barbara Meisenheimer 
Manager, Energy Policy & Resources 
Division of Energy 
Missouri Department of Economic Development 
(573) 751-5567 

From: Miller Marisol [mailto:Marisoi.Miller@kcpl.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 1:47PM 
To: Meisenheimer, Barb 
Cc: Asbury Kim 
Subject: FW: Sample Usage for 1RS1A YE201512.xlsx 

Hi Barb, 

This is a follow-up to our call earlier this week discussing DED's DR 600.1. 

After noting DED's concern with the limited sample size of 100-200 customers and wanting to ensure a full year's usage, 
we looked into alternatives outside our Ul tool. Kim Asbury on the team was able to work with Billing to identify a 
sample list of customers and do a straight query from the CIS system that should meet your needs. 

Note that due to these being pulled directly from CIS today (or a couple of days ago), there may be differences between 
this information and what would've been included in our test year revenues. This is due to timing differences, because 
our test year revenues were pulled from CIS some time ago and prior period adjustments could have taken place since 
the time that test year revenues were pulled. However, given you are not attempting to tie out revenues, this should 
not impact the analysis you're trying to perform. 

Please let us know if this will work for you. If so, let us know if it makes sense to just add this to the DR as a 
supplemental. 

Thanks Barb and don't hesitate to reach out with further questions. 

:M.ariso { :M.i[(er 
Regulatory Affairs 
Kansas City Power & Light 
816-654-1801 Work 
816-210-4680 Cell 
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Marisol.Miller@kcpl.com 

_From: Asbury Kim 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 11:34 AM 
To: Miller Marisol 
Subject: Sample Usage for lRSlA YE201512.xlsx 

Here is 12 months of usage for about 780 customers for residential rate 1RS1A (which is the largest residential rate for 
KCPL-MO). This rate code has a total of approx. 190,000 customers. 

I did leave the amount of the bill segment on here but it includes all riders {like DSIM). 
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